GRONKS AND DONKS
TRASH TALK BONANZA!
Been a huge week of activity, from the
shutdown/default can down the road kicking, to
new FISC apologia, to the stunning announcement
of a new media venture. So, a lot of stuff, so
to speak. Also, my retained palm tree trimmers
think my palm trees are too unruly and nasty for
their “talents”. Say what you will, the last
item is really troubling.
Anyhoo, I hear there are sports afoot this
weekend. Let us start with the lead on the title
of this post, the Gronk. The Gronk is back
baybee! And that means we must celebrate the
return of the Gronk jesus. Since those nasty
Patriots up and cut Baby Jesus. Brady has
basically been pulling shit out of his ass with
Julian Edelman and a cast of nobodies. Smurf
Amendola still out and proving exactly how
valuable Wes Welker really was (hey, even
Giselle must want him back by now), but with
Gronk back, maybe, just maybe, the Pats can
still take the Jets, Jets, Jets. I think they
can make Rex suck on Gronk’s toes!
Okay. On to the other NFL games and things of
note. Apparently Adrian Foster of the hapless
Houston Texans has decided NOW is the time to
market his football career via an IPO stock
offering. Gosh, I am no Goldman Scrotum Sacks
level genius business expert, but maybe when
your team sucks ass so bad you are turning to,
effectively, your taxi squad quarterback, and
the local fans think that is the only possible
excitement in sight…maybe you are not an IPO
genius. Just saying. And i say this with all
love and due respect for our long time friend
and matey, teh Gulf Coast Pirate. Arrrrrr, don’t
but that there stock matey!
The Iggles will ride Nick Foles again with
Michael Vick on the injury bench. Foles was down
in the hated Old Pueblo of the Arizona Wildcats
for 2.5 years, so I know him well. Kid has a

great arm, and lots of natural talent. Never
read off coverages so good, and is nowhere near
the “mobile” quarterback Chip Kelly relishes.
That said, he may well have NFL level talent,
but as far as I have ever seen, it is as more of
a classic drop back QB. We shall see. I actually
think Matt Barkley is a better leader, but who
knows what Kelly will do in Philly. If you ask
me, Kelly’s QB is not yet on the Eagles.
In memoriam, last rites must be given to Bad Eli
and the Lost Gents of The Meadowlands. On a far
happier note, HUGE congratulations to our good
friend Pachacutec who was able to finally get
married thanks to the rapidly un-bigoting of
these here United States. I have never been more
happy for a betrothed couple. Salute!
Unfortunately, the Giants will still suck this
year; though there may be a wedding wedding gift
from the Vikings if Adrian Peterson is not so
pissed and charged up he rambles for 350 yards.
Oh yeah, Gronks at Jets is actually a game. I
know the Mistress of the Distressed Song will be
along to carp about how Pretty Tom and his band
of Edelmans can not POSSIBLY beat Rex Toesuck
and the Jets, but I don’t buy it. The Tom and
Gronk Show is more fabulous. In other Big Mitten
news, the Kittehs should put the Bungles in the
litter. Browns are a semi-real deal, but not in
Lambeau. Bears and Skins are a pick em. Chefs
look to have home cooking. Oh, yeah, about those
Donkos in the title of this post. Peyton going
back to Indianapolis. Irsay trying to get in
Peyton’s giant head. Who will win that? Um,
think I will take Peyton’s big head and the
Donkos over Irsay’s idiocy. Luck is a keeper,
but not this time. Enjoy the Donkos (okay
jackasses) in the Canyon music attached hereto.
In the Semi-Pro league, Florida State versus
Clemson is by far the class of the offering.
Game is prime time and in Clemson’s Death Valley
home. Still, I am hard pressed to not pick the
Seminoles and their wonder child QB Jamels
Winston in an upset. Really tough call; Tajh
Boyd is pretty much the match, more experienced,

and at home. I have bad misgivings about this,
but have a hunch the ‘Noles are on a roll. The
Washington huskies are going to be the final
straw for the ASU Sun Devils. Game is at Frank
Kush Field, but i won’t be there. Huskies are
good; Sun Devils an anomaly. Pick em.
As I write and post this, it looks like the
Cardinals are cleaning out the Bums, 6-0 in the
5th. for good in Busch Stadium. Bye bye Bums,
that pissing in the DBack’s pool was bad karma
for you. Who couldda knowd? The Sawx are up 3-2,
and have the last two games of the ALCS at home
in Fenway. Still, the Tiger’s pitching is a
problem. Tigers are coming with Scherzer and
Verlander in games 6 and 7. Bad ass stuff there.
Sawx counter with Buchholz and Lackey
respectively. Not the star glitz of the Tigers’
pitching aces, but not bad at all. In Fenway, if
the Sawx can’t win one of the two, they don’t
deserve the pennant.
There you go. Let your hair down and trash this
post with all your swerve and verve.

